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Tuition for the 2010-11 aca-
demic year has increased to 
$15,150 for business students and 
$14,650 for all other undergradu-
ate per semester. 
These represent 8.6 percent 
and 5 percent increases, respec-
tively, from the 2009-10 rate of  
$13,950. This percentage increase 
for non-business students is less 
than previous years’ increases, 
which for the last three years has 
been around 6 percent. 
The Board of  Trustees ap-
proved the University Budget 
Committee’s recommendation 
of  the 5 percent increase. The 
University Budget Committee 
reached 5 percent after looking 
at the university’s revenue and 
expenses, Dr. Roger Fortin, aca-
demic vice president and provost, 
said. 
This tuition increase will help 
fund six newly created faculty 
member positions. 
Xavier is looking to hire four 
tenure-track professors: one in 
biology, psychology, accounting 
and economics, as well as lab in-
structors for both biology and a 
chemistry. 
The money will help support 
expanded services in the Learning 
Commons, including increased 
operating hours. Minor renova-
tions will also be made to the resi-
dence halls. 
Tuition will also be used to in-
crease financial aid for incoming 
and existing students, especially 
those facing economic difficul-
ties, Fortin said. Award amounts 
for scholarships, including the 
Chancellor’s and Trustee’s schol-
arships, will remain at 2009-10 
levels next year. 
The price of  room and board 
is also increasing, with different 
rates for double and triple oc-
cupancies. Brockman, Husman 
and Kuhlman will be $2,750 for 
double occupancy and $2,100 for 
triple occupancy. 
Res Life is trying to simplify the 
housing process and base prices 
on how the number of  roommates 
rather than the square footage of  
each room, Director of  Residence 
Life Lori Lambert, said. 
The health and counseling fee 
and the technology fee are remain 
at 2009-10 levels in 2010-11. 
On Feb. 12, United4Change, 
an informal student-developed 
movement that emerged on cam-
pus in the wake of  the racial in-
cident in the Gallagher Student 
Center on Jan. 26, submitted a 
document to high-level adminis-
tration, faculty, staff  and student 
leaders claiming a lack of  true 
diversity on Xavier’s campus and 
demanding concrete changes be 
met by specified deadlines. 
Although the Gallagher 
Student Center theater incident 
spurred six students to unite, they 
cited a number of  other racially 
derogatory events, as well as per-
sonal experiences, that led them to 
take action.
“It was not just one particular 
incident. As students of  color, 
we’ve had enough. So in holding 
different positions, we banded to-
gether and drafted an article for 
change,” senior Leon Hampton, 
student director of  diversity and 
one of  the six founding members 
of  United4Change, said.
After spending time research-
ing and writing a seven-page 
“Requisition for Change,” the stu-
dents submitted the document to 
individuals and offices responsible 
for the requested changes, includ-
ing Dean of  Students Luther 
Smith, President of  Student 
Government Association senior 
Kiki Richardson and President 
Fr. Michael Graham, S.J. No indi-
vidual names of  United4Change 
members are listed on the docu-
ment, though some copies had 
signatures on the back.
The first page lists the Jesuit 
values that Xavier 
works to instill in its 
students and then 
states, “In reading 
the Ignatian values, it 
confuses and angers 
us that this university 
claims to be what it is 
not. It should be the 
administration’s pri-
ority to welcome and 
care for the very stu-
dents they recruited 
and brought many 
miles away from 
home. There should 
be no subliminal racism and op-
pression felt by the students from 
diverse populations. It is time for 
Xavier to live the mission state-
ment that it falsely advertises.” 
A list of  demands follows, 
which includes the changes the 
group has identified as what the 
university needs to do in order to 
fulfill its mission statement.  
“I don’t think any of  us hold 
the view that Xavier is racist or that 
Xavier is a horrible place or the 
embodiment of  white supremacy. 
We see Xavier as a place that we 
love and that because we love it to 
the degree that we do, we expect it 
to conform to its own principles 
and its own ideals of  diversity and 
inclusivity. We really don’t chal-
lenge Xavier to do anything that 
Xavier says it doesn’t want to do,” 
said senior group member Aaron 
Marble.
Some of  the changes requested 
in the document include the addi-
tion of  an African-American stud-
ies major or minor, an increase 
in faculty and staff  of  color, an 
increase in financial support for 
students and changes in SGA and 
the President’s Advisory Council 
to better represent the student di-
rector of  diversity and the student 
rights representative. 
Each resolution lists a deadline 
for completion, and the end of  
the document requests a response 
from the individuals listed and at-
tendance at a meeting to discuss 
the plans of  action, as well as to 
be included on the board’s Feb. 26 
meeting agenda. 
The items included in the requi-
sition resulted from both informal 
and formal conversations regard-
ing diversity, minority retention 
and related topics. “We decided 
the most tangible ideas that can be 
implemented within a reasonable 
amount of  time,” Hampton said .
“The deadlines themselves 
aren’t for the actual 
issues to be resolved. 
The deadlines were 
for them to actually 
come up with a plan 
to deal with the is-
sue,” Lydia Powell, 




olution has been 
well received by ad-
ministration. Many 
university officials 
stated that most of  
the issues raised by the requisition 
were things that have been in the 
works for quite some time, and 
United4Change members have 
been meeting with different uni-
versity officials and offices to dis-
cuss the items on the requisition.
On Monday, members of  
United4Change and other minor-
ity student groups met with SGA 
to discuss the requisition. “We 
went through the points on the 
requisition relating to SGA, and 
members of  United4Change ex-
plained their rationale behind the 
points. It was a wonderful oppor-
tunity to speak candidly with one 
another about what problems we 
see on Xavier’s campus and how 
SGA might work to address these 
problems,” said Richardson.
“Especially at the senior level 
of  administration, it’s been so 
helpful for us to view the micro-
experience of  students of  color 
here at Xavier. We get it in the big 
picture. But what we have a good 
knowledge or sense of  was the 
day-to-day experiences of  our stu-
dents of  color. 










Campus demolition nearly complete
Continued on page 2
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Student group calls for 
action against racial 
intolerance on campus
Tuition to increase 5 
percent from ‘09-’10
The demolition of on-
campus houses and buildings 
is almost complete, allowing for 
construction to begin on a new 
residence hall and the Fr. James 
E. Hoff, SJ, Academic Quad.  
The final houses on Ledgewood 
Avenue (Residence Life, Mission 
and Identity and Publications), 
are scheduled to come down 
Wednesday, March 10.
Demolition began on the Circle 
Storage building on Monday, 
March 8 and is expected to take 
several days to complete.  
This process “may require 
some traffic control” as the 
building is large and demolition 
will inevitably cause problems for 
the road ways on Dana Avenue, 
Director of Public Relations 
Debora Del Valle said.
“The westbound lanes of Dana 
will be closed from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. each day until the demo is 






















Semester tuition costs with percentage increases
Newswire’s Best of Youtube
Leprechauns, zombie-children, speech-
giving 4-year-olds and a few “talented” 
performers make their way into our top 9.
A&E, pg 10
The housing hustle 
Residence life moves to an new 
online housing system as increased 
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David Montgomery is a 2008 MacArthur Fellow and a geologist at 
the University of Washington. He is described by the MacArthur 
Foundation as someone who is “making fundamental contributions to 
our understanding of the geophysical forces that determine landscape 
evolution and of how our use of soils and rivers has shaped civilizations 
past and present.” He is speaking about his second book, Dirt: The 
Erosion of Civilizations, which explores the crucial role of soil fertility 
in the course of ancient and contemporary societies. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 7:00 p.m.
SCHIFF FAMILY CONFERENCE CENTER
ETHICS/RELIGION AND SOCIETY LECTURE SERIES 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
For more information, go to 
www.xavier.edu/ers.
David Montgomery
DIRT: THE EROSION OF CIVILIZATIONS




“The students were able to 
share some concerns and expe-
riences. We’re actually breaking 
[things] down and saying ‘Tell me 
more about this,’” Dr. Kathleen 
Simons, associate provost for stu-
dent life, said.
“Fr. Graham has been very vo-
cal in this situation. So we’re not 
just seeing apology letters from 
the university. We see them actu-





cerns regarding how 
the document was 
presented and diffi-
culties working with-
in the administrative 
systems already in 
place. “We really ap-
preciate the leader-
ship style that stu-
dents took in writing 
the ‘Requisition for 
Change’ and identifying specific 
areas. What was particularly frus-
trating for us was that there were 
no signatures attached. We defi-
nitely felt that their expectations 
in terms of  response and action 
plan and timeline for implemen-
tation was not realistic. But what 
they were requesting us to consid-
er was not out of  the bounds of  
reasonableness,” Simons said.
“One of  the challenges for 
me was when I realized this was 
coming from a small segment of  
the population being seniors, and 
that there may be others who 
could weigh in on it. There needs 
to be more of  an opportunity to 
see what the collective voice of  
the student body in terms of  per-
sons of  color are about,” Dean of  
Students Dr. Luther Smith said.
Four United4Change mem-
bers met with the Diversity and 
Inclusion committee of  the Board 
of  Trustees for three hours, with 
plans to meet again in 
the future. 
“The Board of  
Trustees wasn’t aware 
of  any of  these inci-
dences, and many of  
them were highly up-
set,” Hampton said.
“The committee 
viewed it as an oppor-
tunity to get to know 
diversity and inclusion 
issues better from the 
standpoint of  these 
students. I would argue 
that a good number of  
the issues the students raised are 
things which the committee has 
had on its radar screen for some 
time. Some, however, were new, 
such as the clear discontent the 
students have with respect to how 
SGA distributes programming 
funds,” Graham said.
One of  the major concerns in 
the requisition refers to the reten-
tion rates of  African-American 
students, citing lack of  financial 
aid and faculty members of  color 
as factors that play a major role in 
upperclass retention. 
“We asked for more faculty just 
because if  you want to keep a 16 
to 18 percent [representation] rate, 
you have to have role models and 
people that students can look up 
to and see [a face] that looks like 
them,” said senior United4Change 
member Katriece Carter.
This begins with the recruit-
ment process, the group said. 
“When [the university] recruit[s] 
students of  color, they’re telling 
them how they’re going to pro-
vide these resources for them 
once they get here and then when 
they get here these resources aren’t 
provided,” Powell said.
Adrian Schiess, director of  
Student Success and Retention, 
indicated that a number of  factors 
decide whether students receive 
some sort of  retention grant, 
including a completed FAFSA 
form, academic standing and spe-
cial circumstances. 
He added that strong mentor-
ing programs, which are com-
plimented by academic tutoring, 
awareness and the steering of  mi-
nority students to university aca-
demic services (Math Lab, Writing 
Center, etc.), and increased finan-
cial aid that specifically targets, 
supports and rewards good aca-
demic performance after the first 
year at Xavier would help reten-
tion levels as well.
The Office of  Financial Aid 
plans to expand financial literacy 
programs next year to close this 











communication gap, Director 
Paul Calme said. The goal of  
these programs would be to reach 
and educate as many students as 
possible about the financial aid 
process, billing and other general 
financial topics.
“We understand that what 
we may have done may not have 
been the perfect process [that 
United4Change took], but the 
true story behind everything is 
the fact that we finally just said, 
‘Enough is enough and we’re go-
ing to take a stand on something 
and we’re tired of  just standing 
around speaking about it within 
our own group.’ Hopefully there 
are other groups that remove that 
fear as well and speak for what-
ever injustices or shortcomings 
are being given to them. It’s not 
just about us; it’s about having a 
voice and not being afraid to use 
it,” senior United4Change mem-
ber DeSean Rodgers said.
Group calls for action against intolerance
Continued from page 1
Graham reports on 
state of the university
On Wednesday, March 3, Xavier 
University President Fr. Michael 
Graham, S.J., released the latest 
“State of  the University” address. 
The five-page document lays out 
broad goals for the university and 
illuminated aspects requiring fur-
ther attention.
The opening portion of  Fr. 
Graham’s address focused more 
on the economic status of  the uni-
versity, referencing the new resi-
dence hall, Learning Commons 
and Williams College of  Business 
buildings. 
“The foundation on which 
we will build our future together 
is deep and strong, made up of  
several elements. The most basic 
of  these is our University cul-
ture, our identity, our ‘brand,’” 
Graham said.  A cornerstone of  
this foundation, Graham repeat-
edly mentioned, is Xavier’s Jesuit 
and Catholic heritage.
“There are a variety of  univer-
sity issues over which I lose sleep, 
whether a little or a lot or some-
where in between,” Graham said. 
Among these, Graham listed the 
lack of  diversity in the faculty and 
student body, and a disconnect in 
potential students who do not re-
alize the “great number of  assets” 
which Cincinnati has to offer.  
To alleviate these and other 
problems, “growth would be both 
a necessary and a good thing,” 
Graham said.  “The willingness 
and capability demonstrated by 
those involved in last year’s enroll-
ment success indicate that we can 
continue to build on those efforts 
to make enrollment everyone’s 
concern,” he said. 
“Hiring sufficient numbers of  
full-time faculty members, so as to 
continue to foster our reputation 
for personal and individualized 
academic experience,” also made 
Graham’s list of  issues that the 
university needs to address.
—Staff report
A proposal to open faculty 
parking for students in the eve-
nings passed and has been in ef-
fect since Feb. 24.  
One platform item of  the win-
ning all-junior Kevin Contrera, 
Cristin Giacci, Blair Kmetz 
Student Government Association 
ticket was to open up faculty park-
ing lots, which include University 
Drive (behind the academic build-
ings), behind Gallagher, Husman 
and Brockman, to students from 
8 p.m. to 4 a.m. every day of  the 
week. 
However, students who choose 
to utilize this change in the park-
ing situation should know that 
they must have the proper parking 
permit and that these areas may be 
restricted during special events. 
Though complaints about hav-
ing to park in the infamous R-2 lot 
may indicate that parking is lim-
ited on Xavier’s campus, Dr. Ali 
Malekzadeh, dean of  the Williams 
College of  Business and chair of  
the parking committee, provides 
what might be a surprising fact 
and take on the issue. 
“Parking at Xavier is cheaper 
and more plentiful than any other 
college campus I am aware of. 
Parking appears poor to many be-
cause there is a shortage of  it in 
proximity. 
“For instance people want 
parking right next to the building 
they’re going to,” he said. 
On any given school day there 
are 1,200 spaces available on cam-
pus and an additional 600 spaces 
in the neighboring area. 
Although more often than not 
the major event days, specifically 
the home basketball games, are 
what affect parking so much, Dr. 
Malekzadeh said that they com-
prise only seven days out of  the 
year. 
Due to construction, the C-5 
lot between the Commons apart-
ment and the Dorothy Day House 
has been lost, in addition to the 
Woodburn Avenue gravel lot 
which is currently being used by 
the construction company. 
Nevertheless, there will be a 
new lot accompanying the new 
business school giving the campus 
a net gain of  200 spaces. 
On account of  the various 
Xavier parking arrangements, the 
following is the breakdown of  
who can park where and when 
in accordance with the respective 
permit stickers: 
Commuters (C): Cohen lot 
(only C-Zone marked spaces), 
Elet lot, North lot (only C-Zone 
marked spaces), O’Connor Sports 
Center (Monday through Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.), Lexington 
Avenue A and B lots accessible 
from Dana Avenue (M-F 5 p.m. 
to 10 p.m., Sat. and Sun. 7 a.m. to 
10 p.m.), South lot and Sycamore 
House lot.
Residents (R): Cohen lot 
(only R-zoned spaces), Elet lot, 
North lot (only R-zoned spaces), 
O’Connor Sports Center, South 
lot and Sycamore House lot.
Village Residents (V): Cohen 
lot (only R-zoned spaces), Elet lot, 
South lot, Village lot, North lot 
(only R-zoned spaces), O’Connor 
Sports Center (M-F 7:30 a.m. to 
11 p.m.) and Sycamore House lot.
Residents of  Xavier House 
(H) and Apartments (A): Valid 
at house or apartment of  record, 
Cohen lot (only R-zoned spaces), 
Elet lot, North lot (only R-zoned 
spaces), South lot, O’Connor 
Sports Center and Sycamore lot.
Xavier Commons (XC): Cohen 
lot R-zoned and C-2 unnumbered 
spaces only, Elet lot, South lot, 
Commons lot, North lot only R-
zoned spaces, O’Connor Sports 
Center, Lexington Avenue A 
and B lots accessible from Dana 
Avenue and Sycamore House lot.
New policies for 
campus parking 
on the horizon
While you were 
graduating...
News 3Xavier Newswire   March 10, 2010
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As sophomores, current freshmen Ariana Calderon (L) and Roxanna Estrada may 
opt to live in the Commons. However, this new sophomore option will leave many 
rising juniors and seniors searching for off-campus housing.
Newswire photo by Alyssa Konermann
After recent announcements 
that the options for senior and 
junior on-campus housing will 
be reduced next year in light of  
enrollment increases, Residence 
Life has taken steps to attempt to 
ease the process of  the housing 
search.
“The university feels strongly 
that we ought to keep juniors and 
seniors on campus for the sake 
of  the community and we have 
taken steps to allow for that,” Lori 
Lambert, director of  Residence 
Life, said.
This year’s housing process will 
take place entirely online. Because 
of  this new online system, stu-
dents will be able to monitor avail-
able housing in real time as the 
process continues. 
Instructional videos regard-
ing the process are coming soon. 
Students were advised to watch 
their inboxes for continual up-
dates on the new system. 
Information regarding room-
mates, safety, the application of  fi-
nancial aid to off-campus housing 
costs and budgeting can be found 
on the ResLife website as well as 
forms, a lease checklist, apartment 
inventory and a sample roommate 
agreement.
“It’s different this year. In oth-
er years we were there in person to 
help sort out a situation if  some-
one was ‘dumped.’ 
“Being online will make it more 
difficult to be there for that per-
son; but we are always here, just 
give the office a call or shoot us an 
email if  you need help,” Lambert 
said.
Res Life will be hosting two 
off-campus housing fairs, April 8 
and 13, in the Gallagher Student 
Center, to help with options for 
upper class students left without 
housing after the on campus se-
lection process ends April 7. 
“We want students to know 
that if  they are closed out of  
housing on April 7, they still have 
options,” Angie Kneflin, assistant 
director for apartments and off-
campus living, said. 
The fairs will include displays 
of  property from landlords near 
campus as well as information re-
garding well-informed renting. 
“We don’t endorse landlords, 
we don’t have the staff  or con-
struction knowledge. 
“We want students to know 
that they still need to do their 
homework on these landlords as 
far as safety and lease inspection,” 
Kneflin said.
Kneflin remained optimistic 
about the housing options near 
Xavier for upperclassmen. 
“I think all the close housing 
might be hard to get at this point, 
but there is some good housing in 
Oakley and the surrounding area 
if  students are willing to drive or 
ride the Metro,” she said.
This type of  housing shortage 
may be somewhat eased with the 
creation of  a new 525 bed resi-
dence hall and dining hall due for 
completion in August 2011.




ResLife to assist with finding off-campus residences
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Feb. 23, 2:21 p.m. – Campus 
Police arrested a non-student 
for criminal trespassing and 
theft in the Xavier bookstore. 
The subject had been warned 
on three previous occasions to 
stay off  Xavier’s property and 
had two outstanding warrants 
of  theft from the University of  
Cincinnati.
Feb. 26, 2:42 a.m. – Two 
students who were arguing and 
fighting on the residential mall 
after exiting a bus that had just 
returned from Lodge Bar were 
cited for disorderly conduct.
Feb. 28, 12:55 a.m. – An 
officer on routine patrol dis-
covered an automobile accident 
on Victory Parkway near the 
O’Connor Sports Center. A ve-
hicle had gone off  the road and 
into a tree, causing heavy dam-
age. No students were involved. 
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue re-
sponded and took one passen-
ger to the hospital.
Feb. 28, 2:04 a.m. – Campus 
Police, Cincinnati Fire and 
Rescue and Residence Life 
responded to a fire alarm in 
Brockman Hall. Investigation 
revealed that food burning in 
the second floor kitchen acti-
vated the alarm.
Feb. 28, 11:02 p.m. – A 
non-student playing basketball 
in Cintas Center was issued a 
criminal trespass warning and 
sent on his or her way.
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*WITH A VALID STUDENT ID*
Note of the
Week
March 3, 10:45 a.m. – An 
employee reported receiving 
a harassing phone call on his 
or her cell phone from an un-
known person.
March 6, 12:21 a.m. – 
Campus Police and Cincinnati 
Fire and Rescue responded 
to a gas leak in the University 
Apartments. Investigation re-
vealed that a broken stove 
was the cause of  the leak. 
Firefighters disconnected the 
stove. Physical Plant will follow 
up.
March 6, 5 p.m. – An in-
toxicated non-student attend-
ing the men’s basketball game 
at Cintas Center found stagger-
ing in the main concourse was 
issued an incident report and 
transported home by a friend.
March 6, 9:59 p.m. – A 
non-student parked in the A 
lot with expired license plates 
was arrested on an outstanding 
traffic warrant and released to 
Cincinnati Police.
March 7, 5:35 p.m. – 
Campus Police, Cincinnati Fire 
and Rescue and Physical Plant 
responded to a fire alarm in the 
new Central Utility Plant at the 
corner of  Dana and Woodburn 
Avenues. Investigation revealed 
that a broken pipe was leak-




Feb. 22, 11:41 p.m. – A 
student reported that some-
one shattered the patio door 
of  his or her balcony in the 
Village Apartments with a 
beer bottle.
New e-mail system is ‘live’ 
Xavier is in the process of  
switching e-mail systems for the 
third time in four years. Students 
have been enrolling in Microsoft 
Outlook Live since Feb. 17. 
There has been only one major 
issue with the new system, Judy 
Molnar, director of  Technology 
Support for Xavier, said.  
“The password synchronization 
between Xavier and Microsoft for 
the students that enrolled on Feb. 
17 did not work as expected and 
was corrected by Feb. 18,” Molnar 
said. 
The Information Resource 
Center technical help desk has re-
ceived 57 calls regarding problems 
with the system, 33 of  which were 
about the password issue,  Molnar 
said.
Students can enroll in Outlook 
Live by clicking on a link on their 
MyXU Portal homepage. After 
enrolling, it may take up to 24 
hours to access the new system. 
However, students can still ac-
cess their old Microsoft Outlook 
e-mail during this time.
Once enrollment has been ver-
ified, students receive an e-mail in 
By Monica laco
Assistant Campus News Editor
their current Microsoft Outlook 
inbox containing instructions on 
how to access the new system. 
Students can access Outlook 
Live through the e-mail icon on 
the Portal or through a separate 
URL. 
Students’ e-mail addresses and 
passwords will remain the same, 
but old e-mails and contacts will 
not be transferred to Outlook 
Live.
After switching to the new sys-
tem, students can continue to ac-
cess their old Microsoft Outlook 
accounts until Sept. 1. 
Outlook Live offers 10GB of  
mailbox storage space and the 
ability to auto-forward incom-
ing e-mails to a different e-mail 
account.
As of  Tuesday, March 9, 1,097 
students have enrolled in the new 
system.
“We are very excited about the 
large number of  students who 
have enrolled,” Molnar said.  
“We plan on sending targeted 
reminder e-mails to those who 
have not enrolled starting March 
12.”
Students can enroll in Outlook 
Live through April 17 by going to 
www.xavier.edu/live.
- Paid Advertisement - 
Given the tough state of  the 
economy, job marketability is on 
the forefront of  many students 
mind’s this semester, leading them 
to search out internships and oth-
er opportunities.
Xavier offers many different 
internships to help students  dis-
cover where their talents lie and to 
gain real world experience. 
Xavier’s program in connection 
with the non-profit Washington 
Center has been helpful in linking 
Xavier students with the experi-
ences they seek. 
The center currently offers stu-
dents opportunities to study and 
work in Washington D.C., Sydney, 
Australia and London and Oxford, 
England. 
The program allows students 
to study abroad during the fall, 
winter  or summer semester. 
The experience can translate 
into as many as nine credit hours, 
depending on the length and na-
ture of  the internship. 
Three-quarters of  students re-
ceive financial assistance from the 
center.
While Washington D.C is the 
most popular destination for the 
internships, having a political sci-
ence degree is not required; any 
major is accepted. 
“Washington Center intern-
ships allow students to bring what 
they learn in the classroom into 
the real world,” Dr. Mack Mariani, 
Xavier professor of  political sci-
ence, said.  
  “In addition, students come 
back from their internships ex-
cited to study politics and bet-
ter prepared to succeed in the 
classroom.” 
 Students interested in finding 
out more about these internships 
should contact professor Dr. John 
Ray chair of  the political science 
department. 
Additionally, the Center’s web-
site, www.twc.edu, has details 
about the destinations and oppor-
tunities available.  
Washington Center Internships Available
By Brent eDwarDs
Staff  Writer
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Bacc. Mass remains at 
St. Peter in chains
Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.









Baccalaureate Mass, a long-held Xavier graduation tradition, will 
remain at St. Peter in Chains Church (above) in downtown Cincinnati 
through 2012, after which it will be moved to Cintas Center.
President Fr. Michael Graham, S.J., made this decision on Monday 
after meeting with a group of  four students who advocated keeping 
the mass at St. Peter in Chains, said senior James McShane, a mem-
ber of  this group, said.
“Our group presented a report [to Fr. Graham] about what mov-
ing the mass to Cintas Center would mean to students,” McShane 
said, adding that a transition committee is currently being formed to 
handle moving the mass to Cintas.  -Staff  Report
Representatives from the in-
ternational non-profit Invisible 
Children presented and screened 
their documentary at Cintas 
Center on Tuesday, March 9. 
The group led discussion 
on the 24-year-long war be-
tween the government and the 
Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in 
Uganda and the neighboring re-
gion, touching on such atrocities 
as child conscription.
The event was co-sponsored 
by the Youth Empowerment 
Network, a student group, and the 
Brueggeman Center.
The group showed their docu-
mentary “Rough Cut,” the first in 
a series of  documentaries made in 
2003.
After the film, Boni Akena, a 
19-year-old student from Uganda 
who escaped from captivity under 
the LRA, and his education men-
tor Leo Okettayot shared their 
experiences.  
The group placed particular 
emphasis on its Legacy program 
which addresses the need for edu-
cation in a still-recovering region, 
though the pace of  the war in 
Uganda has slowed considerably 
isince the LRA relocated to other 
countries.
Xavier was one of  approxi-
mately 80 stops the group is mak-
ing in the Great Lakes region.
Commencement 
information posted 
‘invisible Children’ group 
speaks, screens documentary
Information regarding com-
mencement procedures is now 
available to graduating students as 
its own “Commencement” tab on 
the MyXU portal. 
Features of  the section include 
a countdown to the commence-
ment ceremony, a graduation ‘to 
do’ check list and a rundown of  
planned events for senior week. 
Also available is an application 
for networking with young alum-
ni and an interactive community 
photo album.
Less detailed information re-
garding seating, guests and dress 
code during the graduate and un-
dergraduate ceremonies as well as 
the baccalaureate mass is available 
to everyone at http://www.xavier.
edu/commencement. 
Students are encouraged to 
check postings often for impor-
tant updates. -Staff  Report
- Paid Advertisement - 
- SGA Advertisement - 
Photo courtesy of www.catholichistory.net
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Basketball is not 
the only sport
Over the past year, the Newswire has published numerous voices from 
students and faculty representing a growing suspicion of  the direction 
the university is taking. Among these are concerns about the slipping 
academic standards, waning appreciation of  books in our liberal arts 
library and most recently, that a false business idol has corrupted our 
academic soul. To our disappointment, Fr. Graham’s “State of  the 
University” address compounds such fears.
Unlike previous “State of  the University” addresses, Graham 
seems to more accurately play the role of  a CEO comforting his stock 
holders, rather than a president of  a university cultivating intellectual 
development.  
Graham points to his prudence in avoiding further scale backs of  
the new construction projects, but omits references to the under-
staffed departments which resulted from the university’s tight-fisted 
policies. No matter—construction continues, enrollment (and there-
fore tuition revenue) is up and the university is maximizing its eco-
nomic potential.
Some members of  the Xavier community oppose rhetoric which 
confines Xavier into a business model pursuing ever increasing prof-
its, and rightly so, but Fr. Graham is not making their case any easier. 
“The most basic [element]” which will continue Xavier’s growth is 
“our University culture, our identity, our ‘brand.’” Toothpaste has a 
brand, Father Graham, universities build academic respect among 
their peers. 
Whoever may have drafted Graham’s address (it really doesn’t seem 
to match up with his other works) did pick up on some real areas of  
growth for the university. Our weak endowment allows fewer academic 
freedoms and diminishes our ability to pursue unpopular ideas. The 
administration needs to infuse the faculty, staff  and student body with 
greater diversity.  
In the opening paragraph of  Graham’s address, he suggests that he 
has effectively begun “a sort of  ‘second presidency’ here.” Graham in-
tended to boast his success in accomplishing the goals set before him 
by the Board of  Trustees in 2000, but to us, the statement seems more 
like a confession. 
Graham has in the past decade attracted respected professors and 
opened a renaissance of  Xavier academics. In his inaugural address, the 
first President Graham gazed toward the future, enthusiastically asking, 
“What might we study then, teach then, learn then, research, report 
and write about then?” Success then was defined by the questions we 
would raise and the norms we would challenge. The second President 
Graham defines success by “the endorsement of  external individuals 
and agencies—Standard & Poor’s, Moodys, Fitch, institutional investors 
who bought out bonds and other, smaller individuals and agencies who 
did so as well.”
In his closing paragraph, Graham says that he “knows that all mem-
bers of  the Xavier University community are passionate about seeing 
this good place thrive more and better in the days to come than it has 
heretofore in the past.” We hope he is right. We hope that students and-
faculty are passionate enough to challenge administrators like Fortin, 
Simons and Graham to rededicate our university to, as the Revered 
Father Michael Graham said in 2001, the cultivation of  the “soul of  a 
saint, as impatient for the better, the higher, the truer, the more lasting 
and more noble as the immortal will always be—must always be—im-
patient with the mortal.” 
However, if  you want to see the real state of  the university, spend 
the night in a crowded forced triple in Brockman. Wake up at 7 a.m. to 
a chorus of  dumptrucks in reverse after studying most of  the night for 
a mid-term. Try to find off-campus housing in an overcrowded, over-
priced market full of  students as desperate as you are. Feel neglected 
by an administration that consistently exalts the excitement and pos-
sibilities for the students of  tomorrow, the education of  tomorrow, the 
classrooms of  tomorrow. 
As I was opening up the Feb. 
24 edition of  the Xavier Newswire, 
I thought that surely Xavier swim-
ming, a sport that just finished its 
A10 Championship, would receive 
some sort of  recognition. The 
team did just swim their biggest 
and longest meet of  the year. So 
maybe there would be a one inch 
by one inch column. Just some-
thing. Anything.
Unfortunately, I was completely 
wrong. I saw an article about base-
ball losing 17-1 and almost two 
full pages of  (I bet you guessed it) 
basketball.
I will admit, our women’s bas-
ketball team is having a great sea-
son. They deserve coverage. But 
so do some of  our other sports.
Over the past few years, I have 
been appalled by Doug Tifft and 
the Xavier Newswire for its lack 
of  coverage of  different Xavier 
sports other than basketball.
For those who do not know, 
yes, Xavier does have other athletic 
teams. In fact, they have lots more. 
There are 14 more individual team 
sports, in case the Newswire and 
Tifft have trouble counting.
Even though the Newswire and 
Tifft would not like to acknowl-
edge or report it, Xavier’s non-
basketball athletes are doing ex-
ceptional things. 
For example, at the A10 
swimming championship, Mike 
Zennedjian, ‘12, won the 400 IM 
and was less than a second away 
from a NCAA I B cut. 
Bethanie Griffin, ‘11, broke 
Xavier records in the 50 free-
style (the oldest record for Xavier 
swimming) and the 100 butterfly. 
Martha Cutter-Wilson, ‘10, 
broke the 200 IM record. 
Men’s tennis just received their 
highest ranking in school history 
(ranked 74th in the nation). 
Obviously, Xavier has some 
phenomenal athletes that Tifft 
and the Newswire do not care to 
write about.
Frankly, I find Tifft and the 
Newswire lazy when it comes to 
sports reporting. Just go to gox-
avier.com and look up what each 
team is doing. It’s all right there. 
Even our pictures (labeled with 
our names, so you CAN’T get the 
picture and the person mixed up) 
are online. This doesn’t take much 
effort. Maybe 10 minutes, tops.
So please, all I am asking is for 
the Xavier Newswire and Tifft to 
take a little time out of  their day 
to look at the other Xavier ath-
letes. They are proud to be Xavier 
Musketeers. It’s a shame that they 
do not have the support from 
those they represent.
Kari Peglar | ‘10
Academic President and Vice 
Provost Roger Fortin claimed in 
the Newswire that “the university 
can make a case for growth but 
never at the expense of  quality 
education.” 
I have a feeling the quality of  
my education is going to suffer if  I 
have to transfer to a public school 
because I have nowhere to live. 
Where will your precious retention 
rates be then? Director of  Physical 
Plant Dave Lococo stated that “the 
biggest concern, as always, is the 
students and their level of  comfort 
on campus.” Maybe it’s just me, but 
I don’t think living in a box will be 
very comfortable.
I understand that you made a 
promise to provide housing for 
freshman and sophomore year. 
But I also understand that it is up 
to you how big the incoming class 
is—you can easily just reject more 
students. You know that there is 
no space to house them, so why 
would you take on more students 
than you can handle? And even 
if  you do take on these students, 
which I’m sure in your money-
hungry state that you will, you 
should be doing all that you can to 
provide housing for as many stu-
dents as you can, and you’re not 
even doing this much. 
It was always stated that the 
Commons would be upperclass-
men-only housing. It is also com-
mon knowledge that if  you expect 
to get an apartment near campus, 
you need to get a lease in early 
October. 
You waited until now to tell us, 
and now we have two weeks to 
rush madly into the small leftovers 
of  the housing market, probably 
experiencing extremely inflated 
prices, to fight over the few small 
houses left. Out of  the 1600-plus 
upperclassmen, you are housing 
120 people. Only 7.5 percent of  
us! That is truly horrific. We ex-
pected to have on-campus hous-
ing available to us, and you took it 
away and left us in the cold.
I hate to point the finger, but 
your behavior is absolutely irre-
sponsible and frankly, negligent. It 
is sad to see that you have lost your 
way, your mission, and your cred-
ibility as a Jesuit university. For an 
institution that claims to be about 
the whole person, about being men 
and women for others, you have 
certainly dropped the ball. 
Instead of  caring about the stu-
dents you have currently, you have 
gotten carried away with growth 
and money, and neglected your re-
sponsibility to your students. 
Meredith Kremer | ‘12
Housing in crisis












“Under the news 
desk in the TV 
studio.”
real X-treme fans 




If you could live anywhere on 
campus, where would you live?
So you say you’re an X-Treme 
fan?
Maybe you were on the court 
when Chris Mack cut down the 
net in honor of  a fourth-straight 
Atlantic 10 regular season title.
Maybe you once gave Jordan 
Crawford a high-five – and haven’t 
washed that hand since.
Maybe you actually like the on-
line ticket policy.
Maybe you’re planning on buy-
ing tickets to see the women’s bas-
ketball team play at home in the 
NCAA tournament.
Maybe you go to every home 
baseball, soccer and volleyball 
game. You create a tough atmo-
sphere that makes Xavier a harsh 
place to play for any visiting 
team.
You’re still not an X-Treme fan.
You say you support Xavier 
athletics, but you don’t really sup-
port Xavier athletics.  You support 
those teams that are fun to watch. 
You see the beauty in a home run 
or the raw power behind a spike. 
But do you see the athleticism in 
an individual medley?
Did you know that there 
are other teams—non-revenue 
teams—that toil just as hard as 
the more well-known teams? The 
swimmers have probably swam 
more laps than they would care 
to count. Chances are, the run-
ners have traveled more miles in 
their lives than your car has. The 
number of  balls that the golfers 
hit each year rivals the number 
of  bricks in the pyramids at Giza. 
Heck, just thinking about how 
many times the tennis players 
have served is making my shoul-
der sore.
What makes these athletes 
so special is that they compete 
anonymously, day in and day out. 
No one comes to their meets or 
matches. They’re not trying to 
please any fans. They’re not build-
ing a resume for professional 
scouts. They’re simply vying for 
athletic perfection in their chosen 
sport.
They don’t need your support, 
but they would very much appre-
ciate it.
It might be a little late to go see 
the swimmers compete. They had 
their Atlantic 10 championships a 
few weeks ago, which the Newswire 
did not report. You probably have 
a swimmer in one of  your classes. 
Ask him or her how it went.
But as for the other “marginal 
athletes,” warmer weather means 
that their seasons are starting to 
heat up. Men’s tennis is looking 
for a three-peat of  A-10 titles this 
spring. Go check out the men and 
women at the tennis courts next 
to the intramural fields. Men’s and 
women’s golf  are getting back into 
the swing of  things.  The runners, 
well, they’re still running.
Go online. Look up their sched-
ules. Be a true X-Treme fan and go 
to one of  their competitions. And 
if  you feel like painting yourself  
blue, that’d be nice, too.
des dale
Asst. A&E Editor
“In the Clocktower 
Lounge, so I 
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ished College of 
Business.”
- CORRECTION -
In the Feb. 24 issue of the Newswire, we accidentally switched 
the comments of Sarah Cunningham (‘11) and Tony D’Amico 
(‘12). Also, Peter York (‘10)’s comment was “Gotta save the 
baby seals,” not “Gotta save the babies.”
Last month, six students in a 
group called United4Change sub-
mitted “A Requisition for Change” 
to Xavier faculty, staff  and admin-
istrators demanding a litany of  
changes they say, to put it briefly, 
will improve the tolerance and in-
clusiveness of  campus.
If  or when the document be-
comes publically available—which 
it currently is not—you will notice 
that it is complex, accusatory and 
demanding. After several readings 
and careful consideration, I am 
left with a number reactions and 
thoughts.
I am surprised, frankly, that such 
malcontent exists among our stu-
dents in terms of  racial intolerance 
at Xavier. The last three and a half  
years have given me the impression 
that Xavier is decidedly tolerant of  
various minority groups, save a few 
bad apples. But it is possible that 
I’m wrong about this. If  so, it is 
difficult to know what to do to ad-
dress this problem.
The group calls for immedi-
ate action on a number of  fronts, 
some of  which appear reasonable 
and plausible, while others seem 
to need more thought. Indeed, 
Xavier should be compelled by 
the clear student interest (and the 
fact that similar programs are of-
fered at competing universities) to 
establish an Africana studies mi-
nor or major. United4Change also 
makes a reasonable point that the 
makeup of  Xavier’s faculty and 
administration should reflect that 
of  the student body.
Requesting an annual multi-cul-
tural concert is also a good idea. 
Then again, having any concert 
would be progress at this point.
However, the group also de-
mands that a chapter of  the 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
serve as the governing body for 
the several fraternities and sorori-
ties that serve minority students 
on campus, and receive an annual 
budget of  $80,000, which seems 
like a lot for a school that is decid-
edly non-Greek.
The group also insists that the 
positions of  Student Director 
of  Diversity and Student Rights 
Representative be salaried and 
come with voting rights on Senate; 
however, they neglect to mention 
whether these positions would be 
subject to a vote by the student 
body (like other senators).
While these and other demands 
are worthy of  consideration (some 
more than others), I am more con-
cerned with the group’s strategy. 
Why craft such an indict-
ment of  university officials? The 
Requisition for Change subtly 
suggests that the racist messages 
recently found in the Gallagher 
Student Center theater were some-
how the clear result of  a racially 
intolerant environment fostered 
by administrators.
The reader is left wondering 
how, realistically, is an administra-
tion supposed to prevent all of  its 
students from being racist? Do they 
expect the Office of  Admissions to 
question every student’s racial sen-
timents every August, expect hon-
est answers and send home anyone 
who is racist?
While I am in no position (as a 
non-minority) to comment on the 
level of  racial intolerance on cam-
pus, I do feel I am in a position to 
question the logic of  linking these 
demands to a specific incident. 
Will an Africana Studies major/
minor positively impact Xavier? 
Yes. Should Xavier establish one? 
Probably. Will it prevent future 
incidents of  racism on campus? 
Sadly, no.
Since I generally agree with 
most of  the demands laid out 
in the Requisition for Change, 
let me respectfully suggest a 
point of  strategy for the group’s 
consideration:
Be more inclusive. For a group 
that aims to represent “groups of  
students that do not feel welcomed 
or at home” at Xavier, this project 
was rather exclusive. It was writ-
ten by six people and sent to ad-
ministrators signed by roughly 12 
people. It is not publicly available, 
and the vast majority of  students 
haven’t even heard of  it before 
picking up this paper (although it 
was presented on Feb. 11, almost 
a month ago).
Adding more students to their 
ranks—and submitting these re-
quests as a petition with, say, a 
hundred or so signatures—would 
add more legitimacy and bargain-
ing power to United4Change’s 
cause. At the very least, why not 
put this document online and let it 
try to gain some momentum? 
And while I am trying to see 
United4Change’s decision to bold-
ly demand all of  its requests from 
its perspective, the document goes 
on to insist on extremely specific 
deadlines (as in, Monday, Feb. 22, 
2010 at 1:30 p.m.) for administra-
tors to respond to the requests 
and meet with the group.
Getting administrators to rear-
range their schedules to meet with 
you is rather difficult (take it from 
me, a Newswire writer). Hopefully, 
emboldening your ranks will make 
this process a little easier. 
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Muskies motivated for March
Senior Jason Love finished his career without losing an A-10 home game at 
Cintas Center. He was also named to the A-10 Third Team All-Conference.
Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners
Glancing around the Xavier 
men’s basketball locker room in-
side Cintas Center one sees a bevy 
of  photos depicting Xavier greats 
flanking a giant white board at the 
front of  the room. Athletic shorts, 
mementos and trinkets from years 
past are scattered in lockers above 
enough sneakers to outfit an en-
tire Rec League.
But there is on piece that has 
served a more important purpose 
this season for the Musketeers. 
Hanging on one side of  the 
room is a page from a preseason 
basketball magazine listing the 
predicted order of  the Atlantic 
10 Conference, with the Xavier 
Musketeers at No. 7.
Six months later, Xavier 
head coach Chris Mack and the 
Musketeers pointed that page out 
before defeating St. Bonaventure 
93-72 on March 6 to clinch a share 
of  their fourth consecutive A-10 
regular season title.
“[The doubts] have been a mo-
tivating factor for our players and 
our staff  throughout the year,” 
Mack said. “There is a lot of  pride 
in our program.”
The placement of  the moti-
vational magazine page is also 
somewhat strategic, as it rests di-
rectly above sophomore Jordan 
Crawford’s locker. Crawford, a 
First Team All-Conference selec-
tion, led the A-10 in scoring at 
19.7 points per game along with 
4.7 rebounds and 3.0 assists.
With Crawford as the go-to 
scorer, the Musketeers have as-
sured themselves of  hearing their 
name called this Sunday for a spot 
in the NCAA Tournament—the 
ninth time in the last 10 years that 
Xavier will be participating in the 
Tournament.
Many projections have XU as 
high as a No. 5 seed for the Big 
Dance, in large part because of  
its recent seven-game winning 
streak. During the run Xavier has 
outrebounded opponents 317-
220—plus-13.9 rebounds per 
game—and outscored opponents 
in the paint 282-196.
Much of  the improvement 
can be attributed to XU’s guards 
leading a fastbreak offense to find 
frontcourt players in post posi-
tion—with sophomore Terrell 
Holloway averaging four assists 
per game over the seven-game 
streak.
Yet, the Xavier frontcourt has 
also improved its play, with senior 
Jason Love finishing out his career 
with a third team All-Conference 
selection after averaging 11.9 
points and 8.6 rebounds per game 
on the year.
In Xavier’s recent run of  11 
victories in 12 games, junior Jamel 
McLean has also improved, aver-
aging 11.6 points and 9.7 rebounds 
over the last nine games.
“I think I have found how I 
can help the team lately—just 
going hard and finishing plays 
around the basket,” McLean said. 
“That ignites my teammates to go 
out there with that fire. If  it’s the 
nasty work, then I like going out 
there and being nasty.”
Mack has also praised McLean 
for his improved ability to defend 
skilled power forwards, a major 
issue for the Musketeers in early 
season losses to Marquette, Butler 
and Wake Forest.
The improvement will be put 
to the test in Xavier’s quarterfinal 
matchup in this weekend’s A-10 
Tournament in Atlantic City, N.J. 
Second-seeded Xavier will take 
on the winner of  a first-round 
game between Dayton and George 
Washington. Dayton junior Chris 
Wright and GW senior Damian 
Hollis each possess the versatility 
to give XU issues from the power 
forward position.
The Musketeers will make the 
trip to Atlantic City for their game 
on Friday. There is no word on 
whether any motivational memo-
rabilia will come along for the 
ride.
B r a c k e t o l o g y :




















Men’s golf finish fifth 
in Fla. to open year
The Xavier men’s golf  team 
opened the spring 2010 season 
with a fifth place finish at the 
South Florida Invitational, held 
at the Lake Jovita Golf  Club in 
Tampa, Fla.
The event was won by Florida 
Southern College, from nearby 
Lakeland, Fla., at 12-under par. 
XU finished at 1-over par as a 
team, a result that it was pleased 
with after hitting balls inside for 
most of  the winter months.
“It is tough to come out of  
a long winter break like we did 
and perform well,” sophomore 
Sebastian MacLean said. “But  it 
felt good to go down to a huge 
tournament like this and be the 
best team not from Florida or one 
of  the Southern states.”
The Musketeers, who were 
ranked second in the conference 
by the Atlantic 10 coaches in pre-
season voting, were led by senior 
Alan Glynn, who finished eighth 
in the individual competition at 3-
under par.
Four shots behind Glynn were 
MacLean and freshman Herbert 
Day, both finishing in 23rd place 
at 1-over par.
“I have been struggling a bit 
lately, so I just wanted to go out 
and feel good on the course,” 
MacLean said. “I was very consis-
tent, which is a good sign.”
XU also used rounds from se-
nior Kieran Lovelock (3-over, 36th 
place) and junior Peter O’Neil (14-
over, 90th place).
Xavier will be off  this weekend, 
and then will head to the Desert 




SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS 
Secure your summer job! 
Residential, Catholic camp, 
located in Nashville, Indiana. 
Operated since 1946. ACA 
Accredited. Serving campers 
aged 7 to 16 in various pro-
grams. Inclusive of persons with 
disabilities. Great staff com-
munity. Now Hiring: Male Camp 
Counselors. Training provided; 
start date May 29, 2010. Apply 
online: www.camprancho-
framasa.org. For more info: 
Contact Angi Sullivan at (888) 
988-2839, x25 or e-mail angi@
campranchoframasa.org
3901 Reading Rd : FREE 
UTILITIES! Newly renovated! 
Large 3 bedroom 1/2 bath 
apt. This apartment is part of 
a grand mansion only ¼ mile 
from XU! Great kitchen and 
large private bedrooms, newer 
appliances, A/C, carpet, laundry 
room, cable ready, plenty of 
parking. Will not last! $375/
person Contact: Seth 513-383-
9435(Available August!)
 
FREE UTILITIES!  Amazing 5 bed-
room, 2 bath apartment! Only 
¼ mile from XU. This extremely 
large apartment is the entire 
second floor of a grand mansion 
and features: a great kitchen, w/ 
new appliance, extremely large, 
private bedrooms w/great closet 
space. X-large living room, huge 
sun porch, A/C, cable, accent 
lighting and plenty of parking.   
The apt will go fast so don’t 
wait! For showings call contact. 
Available in August 1st, 2010. 
$375/person Contact: Seth 
(513) 383-9435
1517 Dana Ave. A wonder-
ful house across from campus 
available for the 2010-2011 
school year. The house is newly 
renovated with new kitchen and 
baths. The house includes 3 
bedrooms and 2 full bathrooms. 
Has a great backyard with a pri-
vate deck. House includes a sun 
room, garage, nice front porch, 
and a Flat Screen TV with house. 
Also has a free washer and dryer 
in the basement. Rent is $400 
a month a person. Call (513) 
731-2800 for more information 
or to schedule a showing.  You 
can also check out our website: 
www.flycomgt.com<http://www.
flycomgt.com/> for more infor-
mation as well.
1750 & 1760 Cleneay Ave. 
Wonderful 2 bedroom apart-
ments available for the 2010-
2011 school year. One of the 
closest off campus housing 
properties around. Able to walk 
to class from your apartment in 
minutes. Apartments come with 
a living room, dining room, kitch-
For classified orders and information, please call Nathan 
Sergio at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classi-
fieds@xavier.edu
en, 1 full bathroom and 2 spa-
cious bedrooms. Very safe loca-
tion and one of the best student 
housing around Xavier.  Also in-
cludes off street parking and has 
secured entry.  Laundry facilities 
on site.  Rent is $400 a month a 
person. Call (513) 731-2800 for 
more information or to schedule 
a showing.  You can also check 
out our website: www.flycomgt.
com<http ://www. f l ycomgt .
com/> for more information as 
well.
 
FUN and REWARDING Summer 
Job Opportunities in Cincinnati! 
Enjoy the out-doors while lead-
ing and teaching children recre-
ational activities as a summer 
day camp counselor.  Weekdays 
9:30 AM – 3:30 PM.  Positions 
include: archery, arts & crafts, 
basketball, drama & singing, 
gymnastics, maintenance, male 
group counselors, rifle, swimming 
instructors (current life guarding 
required, WSI preferred),  team 
sports and other activity leaders. 
Camp Session:  June 21 – July 
30.   Pre-camp work available in 
May; staff training held 5/22 & 
5/29 & evening 5/28.  Cincinnati 
location near Winton Woods.  Call 
Camp Wildbrook 513-931-2196 
or email Campwildbrook@cinci.
rr.com.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT Fantas-
tic apts available May or August
Adorable air conditioned stu-
dios. Bright and cheery with 






































UMass 5 11 11 19
St. Joe’s 5 11 11 19
La Salle 4 12 12 18
Fordham 0 16 2 26





The Xavier women’s bas-
ketball team ended Atlantic 10 
Conference play with a sweep of  
the conference, including a fourth 
consecutive regular season title 
and XU’s third tournament title in 
the last four years.
Juniors Amber Harris and 
Ta’Shia Phillips, the leading scor-
ers on the team, were not the only 
determining factors in the run, 
as the Musketeers showed more 
depth than expected entering the 
season.
The progression had many 
coaches around the league buzz-
ing about the No. 5 Musketeers.
“The difference in them is their 
maturity level,” Charlotte head 
coach Karen Aston said. “They 
space the floor differently and 
they give them a really nice rota-
tion and they don’t lose anything 
when they go to the bench.”
The first round of  conference 
play for Xavier began on March 
6 as the Musketeers took on the 
Richmond Spiders. Senior April 
Phillips led the team with 17 
points and seven rebounds. 
The Muskies came out shoot-
ing 45 percent from the field dur-
ing the first half, but the Spiders 
hung with them and ended the 
half  down 29-21.
In the second half  the Spiders 
went on a 10-4 run that allowed 
them to pull within two points of  
Xavier, 41-39. 
Harris then fired up the team 
with a block and a field goal to 
give the Musketeers a four-point 
lead, 43-39. 
Defense took over after that 
and the Musketeers finished off  
the Spiders, 61-52. Harris finished 
the game with 6 blocks despite be-
ing frustrated at times on the in-
side offensively.
“I think most teams in the tour-
nament are going to play us tough 
on the inside, double-team the in-
side,” junior Special Jennings said. 
“I think that was what they were 
trying to do, they were trying to 
use the screens to their advantage, 
making us go the way they wanted 
us to go.”
The next day the Musketeers 
Women cruise into ncaa on a roll
Junior Amber Harris was named the Most Valuable Player of the 2010 
Atlantic 10 Tournament after scoring 23 points in the championship.
Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners
rode 15 points from sophomore 
Tyeasha Moss and 14 points and 
five blocks from Ta’Shia Phillips 
to a 51-49 win over Charlotte.
The game was tight in the sec-
ond half, with the Musketeers 
clinging to a 49-46 lead with 1:23 
remaining before 49er junior 
Shannon McCallum missed a 3-
pointer and Harris came up with 
a key defensive rebound. 
Junior Special Jennings was 
then fouled and sealed the game 
by icing two free throws with two 
seconds left on the clock to make 
the score 51-46. Charlotte’s half-
court heave at the buzzer made 
the game appear closer in the box 
score, but the Musketeers were 
moving on to the finals.
The championship game was 
broadcasted on ESPN2, as No. 1 
seeded Xavier took on third-seed-
ed Temple.
The Xavier Pep Band and 
cheerleaders held a pep rally 
outside of  the team’s hotel and 
cheered them onto the bus. 
The rally seemed to be effec-
tive as the team went on a 14-0 
run during the first half  of  the 
game, holding Temple scoreless 
for the first seven minutes. The 
Musketeers led Temple 32-20 at 
halftime. 
However, the tide changed in 
the second half  as Temple went 
on a 13-4 run of  their own to 
pull within one point of  the team, 
36-35. 
The Musketeers were lazy with 
their passes, and went 8-23 from 
the field in the second half. 
Things got more tense as 
Temple tied the score at 53, af-
XU sweeps all 17 conference games, including A-10 tourney
ter a three-pont shot from junior 
Shaqwedia Wallace to send the 
game to overtime. 
Defense again proved to be the 
determining factor in the game. 
After both teams traded baskets 
until XU gained a 57-55 lead, 
Xavier locked down defensively. 
Xavier did not allow a point in the 
last 3:53 of  the game.
“If  we continue to compete on 
the defensive end and the boards, 
we’ve got a chance to do some-
thing special in March,” said Xavier 
head coach Kevin McGuff.
Still, there was a tense mo-
ment as Wallace’s last-second shot 
rimmed out.
Amber Harris led the team 
with 23 points and was named 
Most Valuable Player of  the 
tournament.
Ta’Shia Phillips was also se-
lected to the All-Tournament 
team after grabbing a season high 
21 rebounds in the championship 
game. 
The team celebrated with a 
victorious chant, “Who runs this 
league? We run it!”
With the win, the Musketeers 
look forward to the NCAA tour-
nament, where projections have 
them as a No. 2 or 3 seed.
“I think we played a tough non-
conference schedule. I’m hopeful 
that we will be in consideration 
for a two, if  not, definitely a three. 
But most importantly I’m looking 
for an opportunity to continue to 
play,” McGuff  said. 
Regardless of  the seed, the 
Musketeers will be in action at 
Cintas Center March 21 for the 
first round of  the Tournament.
Wins hard to come by for baseball, start 1-10
Facing tough competition in 
the early part of  the season, the 
Xavier University baseball team is 
not off  to the start they were hop-
ing for, at least record wise. The 
Musketeers are 1-10 in the young 
season.
“We have high expectations for 
this year, and it was a little disap-
pointing” said head coach Scott 
Googins of  his team’s record cur-
rently. “We’re finding out a lot 
about our team right now, what 
roles guys are playing. We got bet-
ter by the end of  the week.”
The team headed into spring 
break hoping to play nine games 
in ten days and counting on the 
warmer weather giving them a 
chance to play outside. However, 
rain cancelled two games in the 
week, one at Campbell and one at 
Duke.
The Muskies opened their 
spring break trip with a three 
games series at current No. 5 
Georgia Tech. In the first game, 
the Musketeers outhit the Yellow 
Jackets 11-8, but dropped the 
game 5-4. Sophomore starter 
Nathan Mutsch went 6.2 innings 
giving up 4 runs on six hits.
The Musketeers had a chance 
in the top of  the ninth to take 
the lead. They managed to load 
the bases with nobody out and 
down one. After a strikeout, ju-
nior Bobby Freking hit a ball 
that bounced off  the pitchers 
foot directly to the shortstop and 
Georgia Tech was able to turn a 
double play to end the game.
In the second game, the Yellow 
Jackets flexed their muscles and 
beat the Muskies 15-0. Xavier only 
picked up two hits on the day.
The next day, the Muskies re-
bounded to defeat Georgia Tech 
7-6. 
Georgia Tech was ranked No. 
4 at the time, and the win gave the 
Musketeers their first win over a 
top five team in program history. 
It is Georgia Tech’s only loss on 
the season, as they currently sit 
10-1.
“I like the way our guys bat-
tled, and came out. We weren’t 
intimidated and played hard,” said 
Googins.
The Muskies next game was 
March 4, at North Carolina State. 
The Wolfpack is currently 10-1 
and receiving votes for the Top 
25.
NC State got to freshman start-
er Markus Kuykendoll early with 
two runs in the first and another 
in the second. The Muskies tied 
the score at three in the fifth, but 
the Wolfpack answered with two 
in the bottom of  the inning. NC 
State would go on to win 10-7.
The following weekend the 
Musketeers traveled to Wake 
Forrest for a three game set. The 
Muskies did not see their luck 
change any over the weekend, 
as they dropped all three to the 
Demon Deacons.
Xavier dropped the first game 
4-2. In the second game, the 
Deacons made easier work of  the 
Muskies taking them down 6-1.
The Demon Deacons barely 
slipped by the Muskies in the third 
game in a slugfest 12-10. The 
Muskies lead 10-5 entering the 
bottom of  the sixth, but a six run 
inning for Wake Forrest secured 
the Deacons the victory.
“We didn’t have some timely 
pitching and we didn’t have any 
timely hitting this weekend, but 
it’s another opportunity for us to 
get better,” said Googins. Playing 
the big time schools should pay 
dividends down the road for the 
Muskies once the conference sea-
son begins.
“One game it might be pitch-
ing, the next game it’s hitting. A 
guy does a good job pitching and 
we’re not swinging the bats, or 
we’ll swing the bats and our guys 
aren’t able to shut the other team 
down,” said Googins. “It’s been a 
combination, and we’re right now 
still trying to find the personality 
of  our team out.”
Yesterday, the Muskies had 
their home opener against 
LeMoyne. The game demon-
strated how the Muskies will rely 
on young pitchers to step up this 
season. Kuykendoll got the start 
and tossed six innings and only 
gave up one run on five hits. The 
remaining three innings were also 
pitched by underclassmen.
Of  the team’s 90 innings 
pitched so far this season, under-
Freshman Markus Kuykendoll leads the team with a 5.84 ERA. Kuykendoll 
is one of several underclassmen that will need to step up for the Muskies.
photo courtesy of GoXavier.com
classmen have accounted for 67.2 
of  them.
Despite taking a 2-1 lead into 
the eighth against LeMoyne, the 
Muskies dropped the decision 
6-2.
“I know these count on our 
record and stuff, but we’re gear-
ing up for our conference and we 
need to get better every day, and I 
think we did that,” said Googins.
Xavier will travel to Columbia, 
Mo. to take on the Missouri Tigers 
in a three game series this week-
end. The first game is at 7 p.m. 
Friday.
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The Newswire’s favorite Internet videos
The following list includes the 
names of  our favorite videos (com-
plete with the name of  the associ-
ated YouTube user). Watch, enjoy 
and don’t hurt yourself.
1. Leprechaun in 
Mobile, Alabama 
(botmib)
“Just in time for St. Patrick’s 
Day, crowds are coming by the doz-
en to see what some say is a piece of  
Irish folklore...”
Taken from an actual newscast 
in Mobile, Alabama, there isn’t 
an inch of  this video that isn’t 
hilarious. 
The story revolves around 
a “leprechaun” sighting in the 
Crichton neighborhood, which 
has the residents in an uproar. 
And while the video’s characters 
are amusing, we most love the 
fact that a newscaster somewhere 
thought this was a good idea—es-
pecially the “amateur sketch.”
2. herb Brooks’ “Miracle” 
Pre-Game speech by a 4-
Year-Old (jsacco14)
“I’m sick of  tired of  hearing 
about what a great team the Soviets 
have. SCREW ‘EM.”
4-year-old “Rizzo” goes out 
there and takes it, because he 
CAN. Complete with tiny suit 
and tie, he recites the speech from 
Disney’s “Miracle” along with 
gestures and prop index cards (he 
can’t read). 
He even performed the speech 
for the U.S. Olympic hockey team 
just weeks ago, prompting their 
first win against Canada. Or at 
least that’s our theory.
3. Zombie Kid        
(3mediapro)
“Back here live at the 
Waterfront Village with my friend 
the zombie, Jonathan…”
Let’s think this through: you’re 
a child. You’re wearing ridiculous 
face paint. And you’re about to 
have your single moment of  fame 
in front of  a live television audi-
ence. What do you choose to ex-
press in this moment? The crafts-
manship of  your face-painter? 
Certainly not. 
Jonathan, the zombie kid, ut-
ters only three words, to the dis-
may of  not only his interviewer 
but the entire YouTube nation. 
We will not spoil the phrase 
here, but his intensity leaves the 
viewer with a resounding message: 
never forfeit the things/amphib-
ians you’re truly passionate about.
4. happy in Paraguay 
(dayjoborchestra)
“What do you say we make ap-
ple juice and fax it to each other?”
What do sheep doing roof-
ing, Styrofoam nuns and Star 
Trek: The Next Generation have 
in common? They are all part of  
“Happy in Paraguay,” where the 
voices of  the Enterprise crew are 
dubbed over with what can only 
be called nonsense. 
Loving or hating the sci-fi show 
matters little; what does matter is 
the joy that comes from watching 
Captain Jean-Luc Picard dissolve 
into a mutter where the only dis-
cernable word is “fish.” 
5. Aicha Aicha 
(xxgemmyxx)
“Pfffffffffffff…”
Poor gellieman. He’s filled with 
angst, love and dance moves that 
are just itching to burst out of  
him. His love song for Aicha puts 
tears (TEARS) in our eyes too, 
though probably not the ones he 
was talking about. 
This video is the kind of  disas-
ter that makes an Internet movie 
star: a Mickey Mouse comforter, 
a catchy yet absurd song, inexpli-
cable superimposed words and a 
Napoleon-Dynamite-esque dance 
routine for the ages. 
Thank you, gellieman, for your 
creative genius and for providing 
a definitive answer to the question 
“She moves how??”
6. nobody’s Perfect as 
Performed by doglover 
(doglover199709)
“I try to be delicate, then 
CRASH RIGHT INTO IT.”
Ever wanted to see a young 
girl (we think?) do an interpre-
tive dance/lip-sync of  a Hannah 
Montana song? Neither did we, 
but then we saw this. 
Shameless in her “Auburn 
Soccer Camp” shirt and exhibit-
ing a creative use of  light switch-
es, doglover dual fist-pumps her 
way into our hearts (and nearly 
through her camera). 
7. A whole new world 
as sung by nick Pitera 
(goonieman86)
“Hi, I’m Nick Pitera, and 
I’m going to sing ‘A Whole New 
World’ from Disney’s ‘Aladdin.’”
For those not acquainted with 
Mr. Pitera, well, don’t let your 
guard down. 
The first minute of  the video 
BY AMY windhOrst
Feature Editor




Introducing Louisville’s new 13-month Full-Time MBA Program, 
which includes an 11-month paid internship. Apply now for fall 
2010.  Call us at 502-852-7257 or 
e-mail us at mba@louisville.edu.
seems relatively harmless, even 
normal (if  you exclude Nick’s 
far-too-sincere gaze into the cam-
era). However, at 1:01, things take 
a turn for the strange. Funny? 
Perhaps. Unsettling? Certainly. 
We won’t spoil it, but let’s just 
say that when Nick said he was 
singing that song, he meant all of  
it.
8. Potter Puppet Pals in 
“the Mysterious ticking 
noise” (neilcicierega)
“Snape, Snape, Severus 
BY cAtherine stAhL
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Reivax Records brings 
guest artist to Cincinnati
-Paid Advertisement-
Snape—Dumbledore!”
Neil Cicierega’s “Potter Puppet 
Pals” series is classic among Harry 
Potter fans, and “The Mysterious 
Ticking Noise” is probably his 
best. 
The ticking noise of  the title 
leads to an amusing musical dis-
play by the cast of  Harry Potter 
characters, who each sing their 
names in rhythmic harmony, all of  
this as puppets, by the way. 
This is topped by a cameo ap-
pearance from a fan favorite a sing-
off  between a certain boy wizard 
and his hook-nosed professor.
9. the end of  ze world 
(AlbinoBlacksheep)
“H’okay, so, here’s the Earth. 
S’chilling. ‘Damn, that is a sweet 
Earth,’ you might say. ROUND.”
Was “The End” the beginning 
of  the Internet video phenom-
enon? To some, it certainly seems 
that way.  
If  you missed that moment in 
history, don’t worry, because it’s 
still funny. It’s a cocktail of  car-
toon-drawn spontaneity, mild rac-
ism, and foul language that make 
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Interfaith Youth Core 
Training
From 8 a.m. – 9 p.m., on 
Thursday, March 11, the Women 
of  Excellence are bringing two 
members from the Interfaith 
Youth Core, a Chicago non-profit 
organization, to the Clock Tower 
Lounge and Gallagher Student 
Center room 330. The trainers 
hope to spread knowledge about 
religious pluralism and how to as-
sist the development of  a more 
open-minded and tolerant reli-
gious experience.
Hoff Day
From 2  – 4 p.m., on Thursday, 
March 11, students will be 
switching places with the Hoff  
Marketplace staff, preparing 
meals and serving them dinner in 
remembrance of  former Xavier 
University President James E. 
Hoff  at the Hoff  Marketplace.
“The Shadow of Hate” 
Film and Discussion
  At 6 p.m., on Thursday, March 
11, the short film “The Shadow of  
Hate” will be shown in Albers 103 
in order to spur discussion about 
discrimination and immigration. 
The showing has been approved 
as a Spanish cultural event.
Miss Black and Gold 
Scholarship Pageant 
with Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc.
  From 7  – 10 p.m., Friday, 
March. 12, the Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity is hosting a pageant 
celebrating the talent, beauty and 
scholarship of  Xavier University 
women. The event will be held at 
700 Madison Ave. in Covington. 




Live Wires  
(week of  March 9) 
G. Love & Special 
Sauce
The show will kick off  at 
9 p.m. on Friday, March 12 at 
Madison Theater (730 Madison 
Ave). Tickets are $20.
The Dynamites with 
Charles Walker
It’s going down at 9 p.m. 
on Friday, March 12 at the 
Southgate House (24 E 3rd St.). 
Tickets are $10 in advance and 
$13 at the door.
Tobacco and You, 
You’re Awesome
The concert will start at 
7:30 p.m. on Saturday, March 
13 at Northside Tavern (4163 
Hamilton Ave.). Admission is 
free
New Releases
(as of  March 9) 
Ludacris








1. “Itsy bitsy” beachwear
5. What 2-DOWN does, at the beach
8. Scary “Ratatouille” food critic
9. You might build one in the sand
13. Poet Poe , minus an “L”
15. Light-bulb-in-your-head exclamation
16. No 1-ACROSS or 45-DOWN needed at this kind of beach…
18. Entertainment great, Nat King _____
19. Tyrannosaurus dino
20. Shrek is one
21. Trick or scam
22. Not Imaginary
24. “If” conclusion
25. Elevated childhood hangout
28. First 2 vowels
29. Light switch setting
32. Arkansas, to USPS
33. Sunscreen status
34. Littlest of the “Little Women”
35. Twelve months
36. See 49-ACROSS
38. Fresh, Soph, Jr, ____
The Newswire’s favorite Internet videos
FUN IN THE SUN    BY christine naderer 40. California city, for short
42. Hit by 1-down
46. Three more vowels
47. NBC hospital drama
48. “One giant _____ for mankind…”
49. Kid TV favorite, with 36-ACROSS
51. “Sew” homophone
52. “Imagination at work” company
53. Tuberculosis, for short
54. Tennessee, to USPS
55. Bush’s opponent in 2000
56. You send them your tuition check
60. Figure Skating champ, Kim ___ Na
61. Paid magazine page
62. Popular vacation spot, for Disney fans
63. Friendly alien of film




3. Sleepy, eucalyptus-eating mammal
4. Warm-weather treat that comes in scoops
5. ____, myself, and I
6. _______ out loud
7. Demon barber, Todd 
10. John’s  08 running-mate
11. Peter Pan’s pals, ____ _______ boys 
12. 40-ACROSS airport
14. Casting panel’s exclamation
16. B flat or G sharp, for example
17. It may be a nightmare
23. Reaction to a mouse, perhaps
26. Sound a lion makes in an elevator?
27. Last letter of 5-ACROSS + 1st two letters of 30-DOWN
30. Black Eyed Peas singer
31. Fourth note of a musical scale, in solfege 
34. Verizon competitor, __ __&T
36. 1990s “Teenage Witch”
37. End of a book, sometimes
39. Eve’s hubby
40. “No, that dress doesn’t make you look fat…”
41. “astronomer = moon starer” or “the eyes = they see”
43. Brand-name air sanitizer
44. Two of Old McDonald’s vowels
45. You don’t want to see Grandpa in this swimwear…
46. Acronym for Eastern Standard Time
50. “Mamma Mia” band
51. Shrewd or tricky
54. Rock orchestra famous for Christmas songs
57. Int. world peace org.
58. Ave, Rte, Dr, ___...
59. SSORCA-74
academy awards in question
March 10, 2010
BY des dale
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor
The one genius aspect of  
award shows is how they elicit 
the fiercest critic in even the most 
passive of  viewers, and the 2010 
Academy Awards proved to be no 
exception. 
Although there were many 
breakthrough winners from a 
wide spectrum of  races, nation-
alities and genders it would be na-
ïve to think that the award critics 
have gotten past all of  their biases. 
There seemed to be a correlation 
between the amount of  media 
coverage a movie received and the 
amount of  awards it won. 
Nitpicking aside, even if  one 
were to accept that all of  the 
award nominees were of  note, 
there were more than a few ques-
tionable winners that need to be 
addressed. 
award in Question: actress 
in a leading role – sandra 
Bullock in “the Blind side”
Sure, the award should judge ac-
tors purely on their performance, 
but one also must remember that 
every actor relies on the materi-
als they’ve been given. Sandra 
Bullock plays a rifle-toting NRA 
member who saves a big, young 
athletic boy from his impending 
doom. How refreshing. 
The movie makes Sandra out 
to be some sort of  savior, protect-
ing the black boy from thugs and 
honing his seemingly instinctive 
athletic skills. 
Moreover, the potentially heart-
warming, down-to-earth hero is a 
part in which Bullock and mod-
ern audiences have seen countless 
times. 
Even Bullock seemed skeptical 
about whether she had earned the 
award. “Did I really earn this or 
did I just wear you all down?” she 
asked. 
My Pick: Carey Mulligan in “An 
Education”
award in Question: 
cinematography – Mauro 
Fiore for “avatar”
The environmental message 
and politically charged plot line 
aside, “Avatar” will be always 
been remembered as a visual 
masterpiece. 
It is a tour de force in com-
puter-generated effects, character 
models and world design. 
The art direction was indeed im-
peccable, the visual effects award 
just as well-deserved, but neither 
of  that should have came into play 
when judging the film merely on 
its merits of  cinematography. 
Mauro Fiore had lots of  fancy 
effects to work with, a world filled 
with pretty colors, and animated 
characters whose visual emotions 
could be framed, measured and 
frozen as the director saw fit. 
In contrast, Christian Berger’s 
work in “The White Ribbon” is 
astounding considering the film’s 
lack of  colors and his ability to 
synthesize long-standing materi-
als and aesthetics into something 
fresh and new. 
Berger’s sense of  timing and 
framework played an essential part 
in shaping “The White Ribbon” 
while dealing with an emotionally 
turbulent cast of  characters.
My Pick: Christian Berger for “The 
White Ribbon”
award in Question: Writing 
(adapted   screenplay) 
– Geoffrey Fletcher for 
“precious”
The most surprising thing to 
me about “Precious” is how bleak 
a fate is painted for all of  its char-
acters of  color and how both the 
writer and director failed to take 
any initiative to reinterpret the 
story into one that was less static 
and discouraging. 
If  “Precious” was intended to 
paint an uplifting story about a 
marginalized underdog of  color 
who asserts herself  and finds an 
identity, in many ways it fails to be 
translated on the big screen. 
Precious lives in an overly abu-
sive household, struggles with il-
literacy, has a sexually transmitted 
disease and is a young mother of  
two (one with Down’s Syndrome), 
so it seems ridiculous for people 
of  color to take solace in the fact 
that she is only able to find help 
through the assistance of  fairer-
skinned people. 
“In the Loop” deserves  plau-
dits because it succeeds as both 
a pure comedy and satire of  the 
current state of  politics in the 
western world. 
It is as entertaining as it is infor-
mative, generating hearty laughs 
that come from clever wit.
My Pick: Jesse Armstrong, Simon 
Blackwell, Armando Iannucci, Tony 
Roche for “In the Loop”
Photo courtesy of minamedia.ca
The Academy Awards were televised on Sunday night.
B R E A K AWAY
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You spent the day in the mud. 
The snow that fell before you ar-
rived is melting, and the four-
wheeler is stuck again. And this 
isn’t just an inch or two of  slush—
at some point you look down and 
find a layer of  dirt caked up to 
your knees.
This is how you chose to spend 
your week off  school: immersed 
in a culture that’s as isolated from 
snow plows as it is from your own 
life experiences.
Glamorous? Hardly. But at 
night, you look up at the clear 
sky that crowns the Appalachians 
and realize that you’re enjoying 
yourself.
“Seeing the stars at night on the 
farm—I had no idea there could 
be so many stars,” said junior 
Suzanne Buzek. “It was beautiful 
out there.”
Buzek was one of  two student 
leaders who accompanied a group 
of  10 to West Virginia this past 
week. There they were immersed 
in the culture of  Appalachia, which 
included education on rural life, 
mining and sustainable lifestyles.
The West Virginia trip was one 
of  21 Alternative Break (AB) trips 
that took place over spring break. 
With a focus on a specific issue, 
such as Native American welfare 
or drug abuse, students travel to 
locations that immerse them in the 
lives of  the people they want to 
help. Once there, students are ac-
tive in producing change.
For 2010’s trips, the locations 
span the country, and a few even 
went beyond our borders. While 
most of  them occurred over spring 
break, others will commence at the 
beginning of  summer. Some of  the 
destinations include Washington, 
D.C., Charlotte, El Salvador, 
Catalina Island, Chicago and the 
Ukraine. 
Do those locations sound ran-
dom? Some might say that’s the 
point.
“It’s a chance for students to 
expand their views and learn about 
something they normally would 
never encounter,” junior Erin 
Krumpelbeck, who helped co-led 
the trip to Florida, said. Indeed, the 
unexpected is a large part of  these 
trips, which are backed by Xavier’s 
Peace and Justice Program. Nearly 
every year, trips experience delays, 
last-minute changes and internal 
issues. 
This break was no exception. 
Several sites, including Buzek’s 
West Virginia trip, had to delay 
their departures due to inclement 
weather. 
While trips were free from any 
disasters, there were some exciting 
moments. “While I was petting a 
sheep in a sheep barn, one came 
up behind me and mounted me,” 
sophomore Tina Black said. Such 
anecdotes prove that nearly any-
thing could happen as students 
travel across the country and 
around the globe.
Fortunately, AB has learned to 
embrace some of  this uncertainty, 
as evidenced by their “mystery” 
trip. 
This year’s mystery trip em-
barked to Waltkins Glen, NY. The 
attendees had no knowledge of  the 
location or the trip’s focus until the 
day of  the trip.
“The Mystery Trip 
came with its own set 
of  challenges,” the 
trip co-leader, senior 
Rachel Norris said. 
“We didn’t know 
where we were go-
ing or exactly what 
we were doing, so we 
couldn’t really plan 
the trip ourselves. My 
co-site leader (Tina 
Black) and I are ob-
sessive planners, and 
not being able to do 
so drove us crazy.”
The Waltkins Glen 
trip focused on ani-
mal rights. Perhaps 
the most unexpected 
aspect of  the “mys-
tery” was that, for 
the week, the group 
would be living as 
vegans—no animal 
products, period.
“I knew that a few 
of  my participants 
were hesitant at first,” 
Norris said, “but in 
the end everyone was able to do 
it.” Norris, who is herself  a vegan, 
respected her group-members’ de-
cisions about their diets and was 
“just happy that the decision they 
make will be made based on learn-
ing and experience.”
That experience is essentially 
what AB offers. There is no con-
tract, no pledge for lifelong dedica-
tion to a cause or continued service 
routines. Just a week of  education, 
action and reflection. Still, there 
are some who choose to take the 
experience beyond break.
“I would like to say that this 
trip in particular solidified in me 
the philosophy of  being an active 
citizen,” Buzek said. “It doesn’t 
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As a local of  Cincinnati, I 
must admit I was not terribly ex-
cited to be staying in town for my 
spring break as opposed to going 
to say, Jamaica. Nevertheless, in 
the spirit of  Xavier Alternative 
Breaks, along with serving others, 
I aimed to defy my preconceived 
notions.
The topic presented to the 
Cincinnati group was urban 
education, but with a twist: 
Montessori. Montessori is an 
experiential learning method in 
which children are given the free-
dom in their education to choose 
what they want to learn and when 
they want to learn it in order to 
foster self-directed and motivated 
learning. 
Two years ago, our site, Pleasant 
Ridge, was knocked down, re-
built and revamped into one of  
the nation’s first neighborhood 
Montessori schools. The project 
was made possible by the collab-
oration of  the Cincinnati Public 
Schools Board and the involved 
citizens of  Pleasant Ridge. 
After hopping off  the bus on 
the first day at the school, I was 
rather surprised while being quite 
apparent to me how aesthetic the 
building was. Little did I know 
that the exterior was a façade that 
hid an alarming reality.
There, we found many children 
who could not read or do simple 
mathematics. Many children 
were not passing minimum state 
requirements in testing. Many 
came from insecure homes and 
entering into a method of  educa-
tion which lacks structure means 
many were not making progress. 
Some students who were capable 
and did care were surrounded 
by negative influences at home 
and school. The week stirred the 
group so much so that many of  
us want to return to help out in 
whatever way we can to end the 







stop when you return to Xavier 
after your trip. The one week of  
AB isn’t your one good deed for 
the year, but rather just a starting 
point.”
And not just a starting point 
for service: a starting point for 
personal interests, new habits, 
future research topics and even 
relationships. 
“We came home with new, 
lasting friendships and tons of  
memories,” junior Nicole Shovlin, 
Florida’s co-site leader, said. 
These friendships are an as-
pect of  AB that is not always 
mentioned—a blend of  interests, 
backgrounds and cultures come 
together for several days to learn, 
work and even share a bathroom. 
Through helping the disenfran-
chised and appreciating the differ-
ences in others, AB even extends 
bonds of  understanding from stu-
dent to student.
“Our Jesuit education aims to 
create students who pursue an all-
encompassing education and see 
situations from multiple perspec-
tives and disciplines,” trip leader 
and senior Aaron Wenzel said 
“I believe that Alternative 
Breaks gives students an oppor-
tunity to see issues from multiple 
angles and to consider them in 
several contexts. Our compassion 
drives us to be men and women 
for others, and AB provides a great 
opportunity to develop that in all 
Xavier students,” Wenzel said.
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AB Florida focused on environmental issues while protecting sea turtle habitats and cleaning Florida’s beaches.
Newswire photo by  Tina Black
Senior Nicole Salman works with one of the pigs at Farm Sanctuary in Waltkins Glen, NY. 
The Waltkins Glen locations was the destination of this year’s AB mystery trip.
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